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Dish name: Ora King Salmon with Turnip, Barbecued Lettuce & Scallop 
Garum
Chefs: Choi Ming Fai & Oli Marlow

Local ingredients such as Chinese garlic chive and turnip are used. The 
acidity and smokiness of this local produce cut through the fatty 
salmon, while the leftover scallop trimmings are fermented to make 
garum, giving the dish extra umami. Grown in tune with nature, Ora 
Salmon is certi�ed by the Global Aquaculture Alliance for ‘Best 
Aquaculture Practices’ and recognised by conservation programmes as 
a sustainable seafood option.

Dish name: 'Our Chocolate' - Ecuadorian Chocolate with Rosemary Ice 
Cream & Tonda Iblea Olive Oil
Chef: Ricardo Chaneton

In recognition of the controversy around cacao farming and as a 
conscious effort to uplift the industry towards more ethical and 
sustainable practices, this dish puts the distinctive character of the 
bean centre front. Previously made using Ecuadorian Cacao, the dish 
now primarily uses a Taiwanese variety cultivated to certi�ed organic 
and sustainable farming standards, reducing stress on the environment 
and carbon footprint through its relative proximity. Moreover, Mono 
performs the entire chocolate-making process themselves – from 
fermentation to stone milling, ensuring that nothing is wasted. As such, 
discarded cacao shells go to Farmhouse that uses them as compost for 
locally-grown cacao trees.

“W�h ¢� d�h, � aim � ¤ow ¢	 ³ su¸��ng 
c��r	i�s and c�mun��s ·o ¤are  r �lÌs � 
can ma� sma� �t end�� chang
 � � indu�ry.”

Uma Nota

Dish name: Arrumadinho de Jaca
Chef: Gustavo

Arrumadinho, which translates as “Well Dressed”, is a complex Brazilian 
dish that combines four or more ingredients –  traditionally beef, 
vinaigrette, beans and farofa. These are neatly presented and served as 
a complete meal. In North East Brazil, plates of Arrumadinho are 
widely sold as a snack from food stands. Inspired to create a vegan & 
gluten-free version, chef Gustavo has replaced the meat in this 
lunchtime special with alternative jackfruit meat from Karana Foods.

“We �re inµired � cr�« a vegan & glu«n-�© 
al«rn	ive �r  r cu���s.” 

One Íanet Í	e A�rd

“We al�ys try � use local �red�n� and 
�r�nt	i� «chniqu
 ·en cr��ng  r d�h.” 
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